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What are transport services and 
infrastructure for?



Source: www.octotelematics.com/blog/urban-mobility-in-the-context-of-global-trends/



Source: https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/inland-rail/



Source: https://www.australiantraveller.com/vic/high-country/bright/bright-cafes/



“Transport planning is about trying to
give people access to the jobs, goods 
and services they need in daily life, 
and to give businesses access to their 
customers and labour.”

Matthew Burke 



How does transport influence the 
economic outcomes of cities, towns 
and streets?







Source: Brisbane City Council



1876:  Ipswich to Brisbane Railway







▪ 1885:  arrival of horse-drawn trams



▪ 1891-1921: Growth of rail systems

▪ Brisbane grows into archetypal ‘streetcar city’

225 trams and 

80km of track laid 

by 1925
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▪ First Holdens produced

▪ surge in car ownership 

▪ Allowed spread of                                

population



▪ The Post-War Boom

▪ migration to the cities brings rapid population growth; suburbanisation

Road + suburb building, 

Brisbane 1952
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▪ 1965 Plan Recommendations

▪ main grid of freeways                                                                 

shown in red



▪ 1969 all tram services 

discontinued

▪ Replaced by buses





Stylised structure of Australian cities 

i. Walking city

ii. Streetcar city

iii. Early Automobile city

iv. Freeway city

Profs Newman & Kenworthy



▪ House and street 

design changes

▪ Cul-de-sacs

▪ Two-car garaging





But what if you became a city in the era of the 
motorcar?



































When do car-oriented cities need to pivot 
towards more space-efficient modes of travel? 



Gold Coast – 2010, population 500,000



Canberra – 2015, population 429,000



Wellington NZ Light Rail

population 422,000



Sunshine Coast 

population ~370,000



How can transport and land use planning help 
tourism cities diversify their economies?



MULLINS, P. (1992) 
Cities for Pleasure: the Emergence of 
Tourism Urbanization in Australia. Built 
Environment, 18(3), 187–198. 



BRUEGMANN, R. 
(2005) 
Sprawl: a compact 
history, University of Chicago 
Press.



GLAESER, E. (2012). 
Triumph of the city. 
Pan Books.



More cosmopolitan and economically diverse 
coastal cities

The Changes:

• More jobs in education, professional services, elaborate 
manufacturing, financial services, cultural production, 
health, science and research

• The millennials and Gen Z’ers are reporting much higher 
rates of expectations of working abroad than any 
generation previously; they will be coming back with 
cosmopolitan attitudes



More cosmopolitan and economically diverse 
coastal cities

Implications:

• Coastal cities will start to attract higher 
proportions of international migrants, as their 
economies diversify. 

• They’ll become less white, in an increasing self-
reinforcing cycle. (You’ll be Eurasian – embrace it)







Work-from-homers and Study-from-homers
Work and Study Changes:

• 2-day WFH now common. 

• But what do managers want long-term?

• What about StudyFH longer-term?

• Overseas universities/Big Tech undercutting 

Australian unis with online degrees

Implications:

• Great uncertainty as to travel demands from 

commuters and tertiary students



Packed to the Rafters
Demographic changes:
• Young people are not forming new households in the 

same way                                                                             
Boomerang millennials and Gen Z’ers, are bouncing 
back to the parental home

• More Gen Y’s are going back too, with their own off-
spring in tow

Implications: 
• More “shared” car ownership, 3+ car households
• Delayed license holding by young adults 
• More involved in children’s travel and chauffeuring



Children at schools with increasingly large 
catchments

The Changes:

• Education Queensland today builds                 

“super schools” in greenfields estates

• Private schools have enormous catchment sizes

Implications:

• Share of Free Range children able to 

walk/cycle/scoot to school is decreasing

• Share of Battery Hen children in cars is increasing

• Many Australian parents/guardians trapped into 

>60mins of school chauffeuring each day

Small School = very walkable catchment

State Super School / Private School = unwalkable catchment

Child-friendly 

walking distance

School catchment 

area radius



A splintered, hollowed-out, SEQ?
The Changes:

• The “Bourgeois Bohemian” (Bobo) professional 

classes continue to splinter off from the rest of 

society, and have claimed the inner- and middle-

rings of Brisbane

• “Boomer justice” for our new landed gentry

• The Caring Class increasingly left behind/out there

• New Precariat of Insta-serfs below them                     
(Classes abandoning “The Great Australian Dream”)

Implications:

• Policy-makers increasingly out-of-touch

• Bobo and Boomer-friendly transport policies 
(i.e. Free public transport, $2 flat fares, free for Seniors, etc.)

• Increased socio-spatial inequality in SEQ

• Difficulty maintaining the social contract



The (Forcibly) Non-Retired
The Changes:

• The age at which one is able to access the 

pension is about to change dramatically for Gen 

X’ers and those who follow.

• Expect financial incentives, tax policies and new 

pension rules that will: 

• discourage early retirement

• create new forms of phased retirement

• encourage businesses to hire and retain 

older staff (“Rehirees”)

Implications:

• The age profile of commuters will increase

• A larger share of less-abled travellers in peak hour



But we’ll still have tourism?



Visitors are increasingly solo travellers

The Changes:
• Large tourism businesses are reporting the share of 

solo travellers has been increasing strongly in recent 
years, across most age brackets

Implications:
• Solo travellers like public transport; it’s cheaper
• They want legibility and ease of payment
• Tourism-focused Mobility-as-a-Service products



Increased visitor expectations

The Changes:
• World-class metros are now in Jakarta, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh 

City, Hyderabad and Johor Bahru 
• Airport Railways with downtown check-in and baggage 

handling include Hong Kong, New Delhi, Taipei & Seoul.
• Shenzhen and Guangzhou fleets are already 100% quiet 

electric buses, much more comfortable than here

Implications:
• Levels-of-service will need to be higher
• $19.80 per person go card fares for a suburban airport train 

will not be unacceptable



BANKS, D.A. (2022) 
The attention economy of 
authentic cities: how cities 
behave like influencers, 
European Planning Studies, 
30:1, 195-209, DOI: 
10.1080/09654313.2021.18
82947

BANKS, D.A. (2023) 
The City Authentic: How the 
Attention Economy Builds 
Urban America
Univ of California Press



Aren’t we doing better planning?



Direct Sunshine Coast Rail (TMR 2023) 







What about your streets?



















What other steps should we 
take?





Will we tackle Australia’s auto-besity?



Will we decriminalise these?



Will we embrace micro-mobility?







at speeds > 30km/h

30km/h speed















So what are we doing         
research on?



Travel Demand Modelling (x2) 
MaaS & Tourism 
Wayfinding 
Micromobility

FIVE NEW Griffith PhDs on “Transport for Major Events”
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